Strength of Qatar-US ties stressed

The recent review of the Qatar-US relationship is clearly responsible for one of the most important developments in the region. The US military, which has 13,000 soldiers in Qatar, is seen as a key player in the region, with a large number of officials visiting Qatar. The review was led by an official from the US Department of Defense.

During the review, the US military presented its assessment of the relationship, which was seen as solid and strong. The US military officials emphasized the importance of the relationship, which is seen as vital for regional stability.

The review was led by Major General John J. Menzies, who said that the relationship is strong and that the US military will continue to support Qatar and the region. He also emphasized the importance of the relationship with the UAE, which is seen as a key player in the region.

The review was also seen as a key moment in the region, with many officials from other countries expressing their support for the relationship. The review was seen as a key moment in the region, with many officials from other countries expressing their support for the relationship.

For more information, please see the article "Strength of Qatar-US ties stressed."
Minister: Qatari culture protects dignity of older population

**Minister of Health attends international geriatrics education conference**

Qatar has demonstrated its commitment to enhancing the care of medical care in Qatar by engaging in local and international healthcare needs of the elderly with the first Qatar International Geriatric and Gerontology Conference. In his opening address at the conference, HE the Minister of Public Health Dr Hanan Mohamed al-Kuwari said: “We need to continue to define and understand the meaning of ‘healthy ageing’, ‘healthy age groups’ and ‘healthy elders’. We collaborate with other stakeholders in Qatar such as the Ministry of Social Development, the Ministry of Public Health, the Ministry of Education and many other stakeholders in Qatar. We have 42 local and international presenters sharing their experiences on topics that include advanced care planning and patient dignity, dementia, frailty and co-morbidities, family relationships, caregiver needs and their commitment to support the person with dementia.”

HE the Minister of Public Health Dr Hanan Mohamed al-Kuwari and other dignitaries at the event.

**Qatar condemns explosions in N Afghanistan**

Qatar has strongly condemned terrorist attacks that resulted in dozens of soldiers killed and injuring a number of civilians in a statement yesterday. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs reiterated Qatar’s firm position regarding terrorism and its consequences. This statement expressed Qatar’s condemnations to the victims, all the time expressing Qatar’s firm position regarding terrorism and its consequences. This statement expressed Qatar’s commitment to enhancing services to older persons in Qatar. HE the Minister of Public Health Dr Hanan Mohamed al-Kuwari and other dignitaries at the event.

**Well Cornell Medicine-Qatar**

**Come and explore science and medicine at WCQ!**

**MEDICINE, UNLIMITED is a community outreach event that will provide prospective students and their parents with an opportunity to participate in activities and demonstrations that reveal the workings of genes, microbes, and the human brain during the event. We will also provide new advances in science and medicine and have fun doing it!**

23 November 2019, 12:00 PM - Well Cornell Medicine - Qatar
Office of student Outreach and Educational Development
qatar.wellcornell.edu

**Sidra Medicine booth at WOFAPS 2019**

Sidra Medicine booth at WOFAPS 2019

**Qatar Medicine-Qatar**

**Al-Marri meets French senator**

HE the Attorney General Dr Ali bin Fatah Al-Marri met with Jacqueline O, French Senator representing the French citizens abroad. They reviewed aspects of co-operation on topics of mutual interest.

**Sidra Medicine: A leading hospital in Qatar**

Sidra Medicine is a leading hospital in Qatar recognized for its excellence in patient care, research and education. Sidra Medicine is a world-class institution that provides state-of-the-art care to patients in a variety of specialties. The hospital is equipped with world-class facilities and offers a wide range of services, including surgical, medical, and pediatric care. Sidra Medicine is committed to the advancement of healthcare and is dedicated to providing the best possible care to patients from all over the world.
The Minister of Transport and Communications, Jassim Seif Ahmed Al-Mansoori, announced that MoTC has signed contracts for 11 Tasmu projects. The Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC) has signed contracts for its Tasmu Smart Initiative projects during Qitcom 2019. Qitcom is the largest information and communication technology conference and exhibition organized by the Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC) and Qatar's Development Fund (QDF) in the presence of HE Sheikh Khalid bin Mohammed Al Thani, the Undersecretary of Transport and Communications Affairs and Acting Director General of MoTC.

Al-Mansoori said the fifth edition of Qitcom, which was organized by Tasmu, Smart Qatar, was held in a quest to achieve its strategic vision and objectives, which include offering digital solutions, facilitating electronic transactions, making government services available to citizens, and providing digital employment opportunities.

Al-Mansoori said that the Tasmu programme is a comprehensive project, the first of its kind in Qatar, that targets the government sector, aiming to transform the government into an electronic government, making all its services available online. He also said the Tasmu programme is expected to bring significant changes to Qatar's government services, in terms of time and cost savings, increasing efficiency, and promoting government transparency.

The contracts were signed at the end of the conference, and more than 1.5 million people visited the conference, which is the largest technology conference in the region. More than 100 projects that spread over 100 contracts will be awarded to the local economy. The contracts will play a big role in making the Tasmu programme more successful.

MoTC has been working on eliminating time and resource-wasting procedures for its services. The ministry has been working on the Tasmu programme since 2015, and it has been a huge success, with more than 100 projects awarded to the local economy, making it possible to transform Qatar's government into an electronic government.

The contracts were signed with the following companies:

1. PayCare, as the digital payment service provider.
2. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.
3. Cisco, Atos as the technology infrastructure and security partners.
4. Software, as the business process management service provider.
5. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.
6. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.
7. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.
8. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.
9. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.
10. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.
11. S Software, as the information technology enabler and security partners.

The contracts will be awarded to the companies that will make the Tasmu programme more successful, and they will be selected to measure the outcomes of their work and make the Tasmu programme more successful.

The Tasmu programme is a primary driver of Qatar's transformation towards a sustainable and digital-based society. It provides oversight, governance, and guidance, and it will bring the concept of digital governance to the people of Qatar and support the local economy and other government entities, local companies, research and academic institutions, startups, and NGOs to create tangible real-life applications that are contextual and relevant to Qatar's current and future challenges, aspirations, and needs.
**Exhibition at QNL sheds light on Qatar-India relations**

By Shafeeq Alingal

The ongoing “Qatar, India and the Gulf: History, Culture and Society” exhibition at Qatar National Library (QNL) explores thousands of years of connections between India, Qatar and the Gulf region. The event was opened at the library on Thursday and forms part of the ongoing Qatar-India 2019 Year of Culture.

The opening ceremony included Lucy de la Riva Wastawy, executive director, Qatar National Library; PKumaran, Indian ambassador to Qatar; Abdul-al Ahad Al-Attal, head of Qatar Islamic Cultural Centre; Wouter J. van Weringen, director, Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Al Thani Museum; Aisha al-Attiya, head of Years of Culture at Qatar Museums; Kees Sulaiman Rashed, a library staff reporter; and Dr James Onley, director, Historical Research and Partnerships at the library.

"The exhibition is an attempt to make the younger generation aware of the long historic Indian connection and the ways in which these ties were developed. It will revive the good old days and further result in strengthening bilateral ties between Qatar and India. Guests were treated to a magical performance by members of the Indian community from the Indian state of Kerala," Indian envoy stressed that the Qatar-India 2019 Year of Culture has been a fruitful initiative in terms of co-operation in various sectors, the ambassador added. The cultural show climaxing the opening ceremony said: "The content of the exhibition is very interesting because it highlights the similarities and cultural differences between the people of Qatar and India. Ever since, Qatar especially youth interested and made our cultural wealth known to the younger generation of youth." Rajan Ismael, another visitor to the exhibition, added: "It is fascinating to open this exhibition at the library, a place that welcomes people from all nationalities, backgrounds and religions. It is the best setting to promote the dialogue between nations between India and Qatar, and the cultural wealth of both nations." The exhibition runs until February 2020.

---

**Ashghal opens flyover at Umm Lekhba Interchange**

**Public Announcement**

To all Dohas, Fishermen and Mariners

Offshore activities of "Old Spy" for Geophysical and HDD survey @ W.H.H,

**From 12th of March 2019 to 11th of November 2019**

Fishing and other related activities of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, Ministry of Transport and Communications: Doha, Al Gharrafa, and Al Shamal. The activities are in relation to the use of a new remotely operated vehicle (ROV) launched by the Ashghal Corporation project. The ROV is capable of providing real-time visual monitoring from a depth of up to 200 meters. The operations will be conducted daily from 11am to 4pm at the Umm Lekhba Interchange, which will be closed to traffic during the operations.

---

**First underpass at Mesaimeer Interchange opens**

---

**An overview of the Mesaimeer Interchange works.**
Commercial Bank, QCS team up to raise breast cancer awareness

Commercial Bank, with the community’s walking at the heart of its mission, partnered with Qatar Cancer Society (QCS) as a Gold Sponsor for their ‘Walk to Support’ campaign. The bank contributed to the joint awareness-raising activities held in October to raise breast cancer awareness, a national issue.

Emphasising the importance of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, Commercial Bank launched the ‘One Image’ campaign, encouraging female employees to show their support for breast cancer awareness, a national issue.

As part of the ‘One Image’ campaign, Commercial Bank’s CSR team conducted a photo workshop titled ‘Our Passion’, allowing female employees to take part in the photo workshop and show their support.

The successful workshop was all about fun and memorable activities, the statement said. To conclude the awareness month, the bank’s employees also took part in the ‘Pink October’ activities by participating in breast cancer awareness raising activities, such as photo workshops, photo campaigns, and by spreading awareness in the community. The successful workshop was all about fun and memorable activities.

“Through its CSR programme, QFBA takes an active role in promoting the health awareness to the community, actively contributing to the organization of several awareness awareness to educate its employees, staff, faculty, and students about various diseases and conditions, such as breast cancer. There is no doubt that health education is a reflection of a healthy mind, therefore it is crucial to maintain community-based initiatives, particularly on breast cancer and the importance of early detection. The initiative also aimed to support the community, actively contributing to the organization of several awareness initiatives to educate its employees, staff, faculty, and students about various diseases and conditions.”

QFBA staff attend session on early detection

The Qatar Finance and Business Academy (QFBA) and Qatar Cancer Society (QCS) participated in Breast Cancer Awareness Month, a global campaign celebrated around the world to mark Pink October and raise awareness on the issue.

“QCS and QFBA are proud to be part of the ‘Blossom’ campaign, held in cooperation with various State institutions to raise awareness of this global cause. The ‘Blossom’ campaign was launched to encourage female staff to participate in the ‘Blossom’ campaign and spread awareness about the importance of early detection. The initiative also aimed to raise awareness on the causes and mechanisms of prevention, and importance of early detection and mammograms.”

The information session was a part of the (QFBA) corporate social responsibility (CSR) program, a community-based initiative, particularly on breast cancer and the importance of early detection and mammograms.

The information session was a part of the (QFBA) corporate social responsibility (CSR) program, a community-based initiative, particularly on breast cancer and the importance of early detection and mammograms.

QFBA staff held a session on early detection to raise breast cancer awareness.

Commercial Bank conducted a variety of joint awareness-raising activities and workshops in October to support QCS as part of its mission to raise breast cancer awareness.

Marketing Manager of QFBA, Mohammad Iman, said: “We are committed to lending our support to support initiatives about the disease and spread awareness on breast cancer awareness in Qatar.”

QFBA staff held a session on early detection to raise breast cancer awareness.

OPPO launches its first retail store in Qatar

OPPO, a leading global brand committed to exploring the art of smart devices, is accelerating the expansion of its retail network in the Middle East. On October 31, OPPO has announced the launch of its exclusive distributor in Qatar, Prime Distribution Trading Company (PDC), in cooperation with Qatar Financial Centre (QFBA). The new OPPO Retail Store is the brand’s first ever OPPO Brand Store in the Middle East.

Present at the inauguration ceremony was the General Manager of PDC, Mr. Mohammed Iman, Mr. Vike Kachhediya, Sales Director OPPO Middle East, and Mr. Yosuke Mobe, OPPO Qatar country Manager.

Speaking about the new ventures, Mr. Iman said: “This is an important step for OPPO in Qatar. It is our proud to announce the first OPPO Retail Store in Qatar. The brand is performing exceptionally well and is one of the top players in the region.”

The new OPPO Retail Store has the full brand lineup of mobile phones and accessories and has been designed to engage customers while encouraging them to explore and appreciate the craftsmanship and technological features of OPPO’s products.

The new OPPO Retail Store is the brand’s first ever OPPO Brand Store in the Middle East.
QNB, Mastercard name grand prize winner of Cards Summer Campaign

QNB and Mastercard announced the grand prize winner of the Summer Cards Campaign, celebrating the 10th anniversary of the popular promotion that rewards customers for transactions in dinar or dirhams. The winner of the prize is Abraham Benjamin Pavutheril, the former Aston Martin F1 driver, who was named the winner of the grand prize of QNB’s Summer Cards Campaign.

The winner was selected based on their summer transactions with QNB, and will be awarded a prize of QR25,000 cash, plus additional cash prizes to up to 17 other winners in the Middle East and Africa. The campaign ran from June 1 to August 31, 2019.

The grand prize of QNB’s Summer Cards Campaign is one of the most popular promotions in the region, with customers using their credit cards to make purchases and transactions to win cash prizes. This year’s campaign was particularly popular, with customers making over 10 million transactions to earn rewards.

The winner, Abraham Benjamin Pavutheril, said: “I am grateful to QNB and Mastercard for the opportunity to win this prize. I am looking forward to spending the cash and building a new car for my teammates.”

QNB’s general manager, National Bank of Qatar, Abdulrahman Al Jumaily, said: “We are excited to announce Abuhamdiah Bahaddin as the winner of QNB’s Summer Cards Campaign. Our congratulations go to all the winners of the campaign, and to all the customers who made transactions with their credit cards.”

The Summer Cards Campaign is one of the most popular promotions in the region, with customers using their credit cards to make purchases and transactions to win cash prizes. This year’s campaign was particularly popular, with customers making over 10 million transactions to earn rewards.

The winner, Abraham Benjamin Pavutheril, said: “I am grateful to QNB and Mastercard for the opportunity to win this prize. I am looking forward to spending the cash and building a new car for my teammates.”

QNB’s general manager, National Bank of Qatar, Abdulrahman Al Jumaily, said: “We are excited to announce Abuhamdiah Bahaddin as the winner of QNB’s Summer Cards Campaign. Our congratulations go to all the winners of the campaign, and to all the customers who made transactions with their credit cards.”

The Summer Cards Campaign is one of the most popular promotions in the region, with customers using their credit cards to make purchases and transactions to win cash prizes. This year’s campaign was particularly popular, with customers making over 10 million transactions to earn rewards.

The winner, Abraham Benjamin Pavutheril, said: “I am grateful to QNB and Mastercard for the opportunity to win this prize. I am looking forward to spending the cash and building a new car for my teammates.”

QNB’s general manager, National Bank of Qatar, Abdulrahman Al Jumaily, said: “We are excited to announce Abuhamdiah Bahaddin as the winner of QNB’s Summer Cards Campaign. Our congratulations go to all the winners of the campaign, and to all the customers who made transactions with their credit cards.”

The Summer Cards Campaign is one of the most popular promotions in the region, with customers using their credit cards to make purchases and transactions to win cash prizes. This year’s campaign was particularly popular, with customers making over 10 million transactions to earn rewards.
Qatar Charity actively participates in QITCOM 2019

Qatar Charity (QC) took part in the fifth edition of the Qatar Information Technology Conference & Exhibition (QITCOM 2019) organized by the Ministry of Transport and Communication through a distinctive pavilion at the exhibition.

QC's pavilion presented many digital means and tools, high-tech devices, and electronic services provided for those interested in making donations within and outside Qatar as well as for those benefiting from QC's projects and services worldwide. It also included a booklet named “High-Tech for Humanitarian Action” and exhibited a self-service machine that facilitates donation across Qatar.

The booklet named “High-Tech for Humanitarian Action” provides information on websites, mobile Apps, digital tools, technology-based initiatives, and electronic machines and services of Qatar Charity.

Digital Transformation
Qatar Charity's participation in the QITCOM 2019 aimed at introducing its various technology-based initiatives and its digital approach that contributes to reducing costs, increasing revenues and improving the efficiency of charitable and humanitarian work. Qatar Charity uses technologies to facilitate donations and enhance connection with public and beneficiaries worldwide.

Since 2012, Qatar Charity has witnessed a remarkable development and digital transformation in its fields of work, whether in collecting donations through Apps, websites and self-service machines available across the country, or providing all the transparent information and details on Qatar Charity's projects and other charitable and humanitarian activities around the world.

Taqat
Qatar Charity's pavilion at the exhibition introduced Taqat, one of the most important technology-based initiatives and an online platform that provides job opportunities for skilled youths. It also provided information on works that can be done through this platform, namely creating a website, a mobile app, and artistic designs. Taqat grabbed the attention of visitors and received great praise from them and a group of those interested in its services was registered.

The self-service machine (kiosks) helps people do good wherever in Qatar and make a donation using a bank card. It is highly secure, easy to use, and available across the country.

The pavilion also had a booklet named “High-Tech for Humanitarian Action” that provides information on websites, mobile Apps, digital tools, technology-based initiatives, and electronic machines and services of Qatar Charity.

Many visitors applauded Qatar Charity for its wonderful use of modern technology in performing its humanitarian tasks globally.

“We were surprised that Qatar Charity was using such a wide range of new technologies to facilitate charitable and humanitarian action on a larger scale,” said Amna Zuhair, a financial consultant working at an innovation consultancy firm, “We came to know that such technologies allows benefactors to select their favorite projects for making donations and see their donations records.”

She also noted that such technologies make charitable activities and works well-organized, easier, and more effective and efficient, giving access to donors and beneficiaries all over the world.

#4Human

Bringing Hope to the Refugees

The Syrian crisis is one of the worst of our time. Over half the country’s population—4.2 million people—have been forced to flee their homes and most of them are in dire need of food, water, housing, and medical care. 6.2 million of them are internally displaced across Syria.

Qatar Charity supports UNHCR to help the vulnerable Syrian refugees and displaced persons.

To Donate by SMS, Please Send 4H
92015 92428 92429

To Donate through Link
Qch.qa/4H

Qatar Charity’s pavilion at the exhibition provided visitors with an opportunity to watch VR videos that conveyed pictures of the diverse human suffering to public from many countries of the world where Qatar Charity operates with the support from people in Qatar in relief and development areas.

Also, twenty films covering Qatar charity’s various activities were shown. These films can be downloaded from YouTube.

Taqat is one of the most important technology-based initiatives and an online platform that provides job opportunities for skilled youths.
Shine Gold & Diamonds launches winter shopping promotion

Shine Gold & Diamonds has launched in Qatar with the introduction of a new hypermarket in Al Dome Street, Muaither. The hypermarket chain, has been launched in Qatar with the introduction of a new hypermarket in Al Dome Street, Muaither.

The hypermarket features an extensive assortment of products, ranging from groceries to clothing, electronics, and household items. The store also offers a wide selection of jewelry and watches from various brands. The hypermarket is designed to provide a one-stop shopping experience for customers, with a focus on quality and affordability.

The hypermarket is located near the Al Dom Street Roundabout, making it easily accessible to shoppers in the area. The store has a large parking area, ensuring that customers can park their vehicles conveniently.

Carry Fresh Hypermarket opens

Carry Fresh Hypermarket, a new hypermarket chain, has been launched in Qatar with the introduction of a new hypermarket in Al Dome Street, Muaither. The hypermarket features an extensive assortment of products, ranging from groceries to clothing, electronics, and household items. The store also offers a wide selection of jewelry and watches from various brands. The hypermarket is designed to provide a one-stop shopping experience for customers, with a focus on quality and affordability.

The hypermarket is located near the Al Dom Street Roundabout, making it easily accessible to shoppers in the area. The store has a large parking area, ensuring that customers can park their vehicles conveniently.

Hybrid education and research seminars, in turn, reflects the contribution to the country’s economy, for math and science teachers from Qatar’s government schools.

The event also provided participants with opportunities to network with subject matter experts. "I'd personally like to thank Dr Adeola for his thought-provoking contribution to proceedings. "The College of Science and Engineering regularly holds events to highlight its research activities and projects. For more information, one can visit the HBKU website. "We are extremely pleased at the name of Qatar's foundation: the Qatar Shell Education and Knowledge. To support another edition of the 'Qatar’s Foundation’ Academy,’ Hessa Al-Azri, director of the Training and Educational Development Centre at the ministry "As a result, they're motivating young people to consider STEM careers that are critical for Qatar’s future. "As a result, they're motivating young people to consider STEM careers that are critical for Qatar’s future. "We now have a cohort of teach- ers — future STEM leaders who, when they're ready to teach, will be able to help develop the skills necessary to integrate STEM successfully into their curriculum and enhance learning among students.

HBKU presents joint research seminar on best practices with Qatar Shell

Best practices for sustainable energy safety in the oil and gas industry was the focus of a symposium organized by the College of Science and Engineering (CSE) at HBKU ExxonMobil's Qatar Research Institute (QRI) in partnership with the CSE at HBKU. "We are delighted to host this event with Qatar Shell, a company that makes a massive contribution to the country's economic development. "One of our main goals is to help teachers develop their skills and knowledge, and even reinvigorated their passion for teaching, " he said. "We are gifting a Renault Duster car to a family.

The hypermarket has established a strong reputation for offering fresh products in a hygienic environment behind the launch of Carry Fresh Hypermarket. "We are thankful to the suppliers who have deepened and strengthened their scientific and pedagogical knowledge, and even reinvigorated their passion for teaching. "We are gifting a Renault Duster car to a family.
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Ooredoo and Mada join hands to digitally enhance lives of persons with disabilities

Ooredoo, the region’s leading enabler of digital innovation, has announced a partnership with Mada, the Assistive Technology Centre Qatar, to leverage the latest technologies to digitally enhance lives of persons with disabilities, if said in a press release.

"The announcement was made at Qatar's Connected 2019 event, attended by Ooredoo CEO Abdulla al-Khater and Mada CEO Moez al-Mansoori, in an event to unveil the new partnership between Ooredoo and Mada.

The MoTC education ministry unveiled the Hour of Code programme at Qitcom 2019. The Hour of Code programme is an initiative supported by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The programme was established and designed in Qatar to boost ICT adoption. The programme was designed to promote ICT adoption and increase the number of students who take part in the Codefest to be held annually.

The competitions, held in September and October, are focused on different categories: university applications, e-agriculture, e-health and smart water management, digital services, road safety and rural productivity. The winners of the September and October contests competed for the Qatar Call for Innovation prize by presenting their projects to a panel at Qitcom 2019.

The goal of the competition is to encourage and promote digital technology in the field of education and to involve students in Qatar in developing and enhancing activities.

The competition comes as part of the International Giants in ICT (IGI) initiative, an international initiative launched by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in 2011 to enable girls around the world to leverage their interest in ICT and pursue education and careers in STEM fields.
HBKU collaborates with IBM to bridge skills gap in emerging tech

HBKU and IBM announced that they have signed an agreement to collaborate on an IBM Skills Academy programme for education that is both applicable and relevant to industries in Qatar and the region, hence ensuring an inclusive, high-quality education that is both applicable and relevant to industries.

The partnership will serve as an opportunity for HBKU students to gain new skills and experience that will lead to job opportunities with IBM and its partners. The programme will offer a range of courses and certifications, including cloud computing, artificial intelligence, and blockchain.

By joining forces with IBM, HBKU is better positioned to provide its students with a competitive edge in today’s rapidly evolving technology landscape. This collaboration will not only benefit HBKU students but also contribute to the development of the local workforce and the growth of the technology sector in Qatar and the region.
Over 12,000 visit Heya Arabian fashion show

Experts discuss importance of oral health in sport

The second symposium on sports in the Gulf was held under the theme of "Health and Sports Medicine: New Challenges, New Opportunities". More than 30 participants, including clinicians and academic individuals, attended the event and explore the different aspects of health and sport. The conference was held at the National Cyber Centre in Qatar.

The symposium was organized by the Arab Gulf Health Network and held in cooperation with the Ministry of Public Health and the Qatar Olympic Committee. The event featured keynote speeches and panel discussions on various topics related to health and sport, including the latest research findings and best practices in the field.

The opening ceremony was attended by Dr. Mohamed Al-Ameen, the Secretary General of the Arab Gulf Health Network, who emphasized the importance of health and sport in the region.

One of the key topics at the symposium was the integration of health and sport in Qatar's National Oral Health Plan and the importance of addressing oral health issues in athletes. According to data presented at the event, athletes are at increased risk of oral health problems due to their training and competitive activities.

The symposium also highlighted the need for further research and collaboration in the field of health and sport, particularly in the Arab Gulf countries. Attendees discussed the challenges and opportunities associated with promoting health and sport in the region and identified potential areas for future research and intervention.

The event was a gathering for experts and researchers to discuss solutions for today's challenges of women in cybersecurity.

Participates of the panel discussion

Workshop debates cybersecurity challenges

The second conference of the year was held under the theme of "Women in Cybersecurity: Challenges and Opportunities". The event was organized by the Qatar Computer Society and held in cooperation with the Ministry of Interior and the Qatar Women's Council. The event featured keynote speeches and panel discussions on various topics related to cybersecurity and women in the field.

The opening ceremony was attended by Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, H.E. Sheikh Khalid bin Abdullah Al-Thani, who emphasized the importance of cybersecurity in today's digital age and the need for women to play a key role in addressing these challenges.

The symposium also highlighted the need for further research and training in the field of cybersecurity, particularly in the Arab Gulf countries. Attendees discussed the challenges and opportunities associated with promoting cybersecurity in the region and identified potential areas for future research and intervention.

The event was a gathering for experts and researchers to discuss solutions for today's challenges of women in cybersecurity.
At least 13 killed after a car bomb in Syrian border town

A car bomb killed at least 13 people in the northern Syrian town of Tal Abyad on October 21, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said. The attack came a few days after a truce was announced for the area, signaling a potential shift in the conflict in the region.

The bomb exploded near a military installation, killing at least 13 people and wounding 20 others, the observatory said. It was the latest in a series of attacks in the area, which has been the site of intense fighting between Syrian forces and Kurdish fighters.

The attack comes amid a push by President Bashar Assad's forces to retake areas from Kurdish-led forces in northern Syria, following a US-led withdrawal from the region.

The Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) said they were preparing to defend against the attack.

The observatory said the attack was likely carried out by Islamic State group fighters, who have been active in the area.

The SDF has been fighting the Islamic State in the region for years, and the group has been accused of侵犯s serious human rights abuses, including killing, kidnapping, and torture.

The attack is likely to escalate tensions in the area, where the US-led coalition has been fighting the Islamic State and its affiliates.

The attack is also likely to have implications for the wider Syrian conflict, which has been ongoing for more than a decade.

The SDF has been a key partner of the US-led coalition in the fight against the Islamic State, and the group has been supported by the US and other Western countries.

The attack is likely to result in a further escalation of the conflict in the region, with a potential for more attacks in the coming weeks.

The observatory said it was monitoring the situation closely, and urged international intervention to stop the violence.
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Confident, US President Donald Trump kicked off the race to find a Democratic challenger on February 3, declaring he had the "angry majority" Republicans needed to defeat any "angry" Republican stuff against him.

"We’ve never had greater support anywhere in the country," Trump said in Tupelo, Mississippi, where the rally was held. "We’ve never had larger rallies."

The latest average of polls shows just 41% of Americans approve of Trump’s job performance, but the few-exited president clearly saw his base as essential to his political survival — and predicted most of that support would stay with him.

Democrat Michael Bloomberg had 10 candidates to bargain against him for the Democratic nominations — a "pressure wave," as Trump put it.

"We don’t have the means to purchase the presidency," Trump said during his 47-minute speech. "We don’t have the means to purchase the White House.

The rally in Tupelo was Trump’s first of the year and his strongest yet — and a window into the strategy of a man who is racing to find an "angry" Republican stuff against him.

"We don’t have the means to purchase the presidency," Trump said during his 47-minute speech. "We don’t have the means to purchase the White House.

Trump takes an angled stage in a basketball arena, the candidates parade of 13 Democratic hopefuls, a rally of 13,000 to 15,000 fans.

The rally features a backdrop with the words "Fear and complacency does not deliver the White House" and "We’ve never had greater support anywhere in the country for the campaign with you," he said. "We’ve never had larger rallies."

But while Democrats advance in their campaign for the White House race, Trump is fighting a strategy that relies on an "angry" Republican stuff against him.

He is accused of abusing his office and "kind of like you’ve never seen before," he said.

"That stock market would crash if we ever received an impeachment," he said.

Trump wants to seize on the economy, a point that Republicans will make if they come to office, rather than his frequent dismissive campaign.

The picture looks poor for Trump on impeachment, which he decries as a "hoax." Trump’s lawyer is declining to tell the House in a closed meeting on September 23 whether he will testify.

"This is how it is," Trump said.

During the rally, Trump, who is a candidate for the presidential office, told the audience that his administration’s performance has slipped to 74% approval.

"The people are tired of the game and they’re going to get rid of it," he said.

"We’ve never had greater support anywhere in the country for the campaign with you," he said. "We’ve never had larger rallies."
A fast-moving scrub and grass fire, whipped up by gusty Santa Ana winds, roared through Southern California on Thursday, forcing tens of thousands of people to flee and threatening vulnerable crops and homes. Thezyć

One of the many images from the Maria Fire, which caused significant damage in the Santa Paula area. The fire, which began on December 16th, grew rapidly due to high winds and dry conditions. The fire burned over 7,000 acres and forced the evacuation of thousands of residents, including those in the city of Santa Paula. The fire was eventually contained, but the damage it caused to homes, businesses, and agricultural properties was extensive. The fire was one of many that occurred in the region in recent years, highlighting the need for better wildfire mitigation strategies.

**ISS supply launched from pad in Virginia**

A rocket built by a US aerospace company and launched yesterday delivered 5,000 pounds of supplies and experiments to the international space station. The launch was the first since the US decided to pull out of a long-running cooperative agreement with Russia over concerns about Moscow’s human rights record.

**US remains in Paris accord, for now**

After announcing his intention to leave the Paris climate agreement, US President Donald Trump has reversed course and said he will stay in the accord. This decision was unexpected and has been met with mixed reactions from around the world.

**Jane Fonda under arrest again, this time after climate protest**

**AFP**

O n Saturday, Jane Fonda went on trial for peaceful demonstration outside the United States Capitol, after more than 200 other activists were arrested during a protest on Friday. The actress and activist, known for her role in the 1979 movie **The China Syndrome**, took part in the demonstration as part of a broader campaign to raise awareness about climate change.

**NASA**

C oncerns about climate change have prompted NASA to take action to reduce its carbon footprint. The agency has announced plans to invest in renewable energy and to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions. However, experts say that more needs to be done to address the global climate crisis.
People visiting Tham Luang cave in the Mae Sai district of Thailand's northern Chiang Rai province.

Mongkok and Tsim Sha Tsui, sustained burns to his back after shutting their windows.

The tear gas clouds were rugby tackled and having been taken away in three cannon trucks and making dozens of arrests.

Mali has rejected a request from the US to hand over "more than 300" Chinese individuals, including at least 170 illegal miners, that the US has accused of "less than $2bn".

Two koalas rescued from bushfire but fate of hundreds unknown

Thailand has reopened the entrance to Tham Luang cave after a three-month closure that saw 12 people trapped inside. The entrance will now be left open for tourists to visit.

Two koalas rescued from bushfire but fate of hundreds unknown

The first koala, known as "Cordyline Paul" was found hydrated and alive in the Popular koala hospital early in the morning.

"We picked up off the ground and cuddled up in a little ball, basically not moving," said Ashling, the hospital's spokesperson.

The second koala, weighing just 5 kg (11 pounds), is doing well and already has a name: "Ashling." It was also joined by a koala called "Anwar" who is also being treated for burns.

Two koalas rescued from bushfire but fate of hundreds unknown

The first fake news was "a separatist" and "a traitor," because he advocates autonomy for Hong Kong.

"The government and the police have responded with overwhelming force to get the protesters to show them who is in control. If my analysis is correct, the protest movement is being controlled by the centre.

"But the movement is trying to show them... If they resist, we will all resist," he added.

The police have responded with tear gas, scaring multiple subway stations and businesses, including the office of China's state-owned Xinhua news agency, which had its windows smashed.

The police have responded with tear gas, scaring multiple subway stations and businesses, including the office of China's state-owned Xinhua news agency, which had its windows smashed.

Police fire tear gas as thousands of protesters rally in Hong Kong

Among those calling for people to come out yesterday was Joshua Wong, one of the city's most prominent activists who was barred earlier this week from entering the area to tell students about local elections.

"Knowing freedom of speech has been increasingly difficult, in police in full-bleeding, tight grip in recent months.

Police fire tear gas as thousands of protesters rally in Hong Kong

A water-bombing plane from a fire-ravaged area is seen dropping water on the popular bush habitat.
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The second koala, weighing just 5 kg (11 pounds), is doing well and already has a name: "Ashling." It was also joined by a koala called "Anwar" who is also being treated for burns.
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Johnson rejects Farage call for no-dea Brexit

Boris Johnson has rejected a Farage call for an end to Brexit negotiations.
The Brexit Party leader Nigel Farage is expected to demand a no-deal Brexit in question time at the House of Commons this afternoon.

Mr Farage has previously threatened to introduce a vote of no confidence in the Prime Minister if no-deal Brexit talks do not continue.

But Mr Johnson said today: “We will never, ever bring a no-deal Brexit before the British people have voted in a general election on a full manifesto.”

Mr Farage, who had wanted to cut short the negotiations, said in a video that “now that the backstop has been removed, it’s time to consider all options.

But Mr Johnson said: “As I have said many times before, we will not, ever, bring a no-deal Brexit before the British people have voted in a general election on a full manifesto.”
Spain authorities ready for protests on eve of election

Spain's authorities are preparing for possible protests on the eve of regional elections, which are due to take place on November 10, and are bracing for the possibility of violence.

The government has put in place a state of emergency in the northeastern region of Catalonia, some of which has been violent.

Police have been called to the streets in the region as tensions rise ahead of the vote.

The Catalan government has also announced plans to hold a referendum on secession, which has been met with opposition from the central government in Madrid.

The vote is set to be the most significant in Catalan history, with separatists hoping to secure a majority in the parliament.

The results of the vote will determine the future of Catalonia, and could have implications for the rest of Spain and Europe.

In a recent poll, around 50% of Catalans said they would vote for independence, while 40% said they would vote for staying within Spain.

The vote is also significant because of the way it could affect the rest of Spain, as other regions with similar sentiments could follow.

A Fracca reports that "in Catalonia, the government has announced that it will use its administrative powers to ensure a peaceful election."

The Catalan government has also said it will notViolence at Madrid climate conference

The Madrid climate conference is set to begin on December 2, with negotiators from around the world gathering to discuss how to curb climate change.

Spain was chosen to host this year's conference due to its large carbon emissions, and is expected to play a significant role in the discussions.

However, the conference is facing significant opposition, with protesters demanding more action on climate change.

In a recent statement, the government said that Spain was committed to the Paris Agreement and would do its best to meet its targets.

But many are calling for more concrete action, and are concerned that Spain may not be doing enough.

The conference is expected to be one of the largest and most important events of the year, with thousands of delegates expected to attend.

Spain's government has also said that it will use its administrative powers to ensure a peaceful conference, and has announced that it will not allow any violence or disruption.

The conference is set to be held in Palma de Mallorca, on the island of Majorca.

Macron's comment on 'clandestine networks' provokes anger in Bulgaria

French President Emmanuel Macron's comment about "clandestine networks" has provoked anger in Bulgaria.

The comment, made during a visit to Brussels, was seen as a reference to Bulgarian migrants who have been crossing the border to escape from their country.

Macron's statement was seen as a provocation, as it was made in the context of negotiations on the EU-Turkey deal, which has been a major source of tension between the two countries.

Bulgaria has previously complained about France's attitude towards its migrants, and has accused the French government of having a "policies of double standards.

The statement is seen as a sign of the continuing tensions between the two countries, and is likely to cause further friction.

In a recent interview, Macron said that France was taking a "decisive" step in the fight against migration, and that it was willing to use all means to stop the flow of migrants.

The statement was seen as a sign of the French government's determination to tackle the issue, but it was also criticized by some as being too tough on Bulgaria.

In a recent statement, the Bulgarian government said that it would not accept the French president's comments, and that it would continue to work towards a solution to the migration crisis.

The statement was seen as a sign of the continuing tension between the two countries, and is likely to cause further friction.
Axed officer returns after 17 years to claim IAS job

A
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Bolivia election audit chief steps down unexpectedly

By Martin Lomas, AFP

A little-known official in the Guajajara tribe, billed as a "trumpet" and "an agitator among the people for the community," has submitted his resignation to the president of Bolivia, according to a source in the country.

The source said that the man, identified only as "Jose," had submitted his resignation to Evo Morales, saying that he had "lost his confidence" in the government.

The source added that Jose had been a key figure in the protests against the government, which has been criticized for its handling of the country's economic crisis.

"We are in a situation of institutional crisis," said the source.

"We have been in this situation for a long time, but now it seems that the government is really losing confidence in us."
Winter contingency plan ready in northwestern Pakistan

T he killer flood last year devastated the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province in Pakistan, leaving behind widespread destruction and infrastructural damages. The impact of the flood was compounded by the pre-existing heavy rainfall throughout the country, which caused widespread destruction of life and property.

The flood had a devastating impact on the region, with many homes and infrastructure damaged or destroyed. The government of Pakistan had to step in and provide relief and assistance to the affected communities.

The government had developed a comprehensive contingency plan for such an eventuality. The plan included provisions for drainage and sanitation, transportation, and housing to prevent severe flooding in the future.

The plan aimed to minimize the losses and reduce the impact of future floods. The government had allocated resources and personnel to implement the plan, and had established an emergency committee to coordinate the implementation process.

According to the plan, the government would implement a contingency plan for any future flood events. The plan included provisions for early warning systems, emergency shelters, and contingency plans for various sectors such as health, education, and infrastructure.

The government had also established a committee to monitor the implementation of the plan and to ensure that the necessary resources were made available to implement the plan effectively.

The government had also established a committee to monitor the implementation of the plan and to ensure that the necessary resources were made available to implement the plan effectively.
Disaster relief agency admits delay in earthquake assistance

By Alvaro Paez

The Philippines disaster relief agency admitted concerns over slow response to the earthquake in the southern island of Mindanao, where more than 3,000 people were killed.

The Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (PDRCRMC) said it had “significantly delayed” its assistance, with some families still waiting for help.

“With regards to the assistance that was not given, we apologize to the affected residents,” PDRCRMC spokesman Paulino Galvez told a news conference.

He said the agency was working to improve its response time, with a focus on “proactive measures” to prevent future disasters.

Galvez said the PDRCRMC had been “slow to act” in the aftermath of the 7.2-magnitude earthquake on October 31, which struck the province of Cotabato.

Aftershocks have been recorded since then, with some parts of Mindanao remaining on “high alert”.

The PDRCRMC said it had deployed 1,000 personnel and 100 vehicles to the affected areas, but acknowledged that some residents were still in need of assistance.

“Some families are still waiting for help, but we are doing our best to ensure they receive it as quickly as possible,” Galvez said.

He said the agency was working on a “comprehensive” aid package for the affected areas, which would include temporary shelters, food aid and medical supplies.

Galvez said the PDRCRMC was also working to improve its communication with local officials and affected residents.

“With the ongoing aftershocks, we are prioritizing communication to ensure that residents are aware of the situation and that assistance is reaching them,” he said.

The PDRCRMC said it had opened a hotline for residents to report any issues or concerns.

Galvez said the agency was also working on a “long-term strategy” to prevent future disasters, with a focus on building resilient communities.

He said the PDRCRMC was working with local governments and international partners to improve disaster preparedness and response.

Galvez said the agency was also working to improve its response time, with a focus on “proactive measures” to prevent future disasters.

He said the agency was working on a “comprehensive” aid package for the affected areas, which would include temporary shelters, food aid and medical supplies.

Galvez said the PDRCRMC was also working to improve its communication with local officials and affected residents.

“With the ongoing aftershocks, we are prioritizing communication to ensure that residents are aware of the situation and that assistance is reaching them,” he said.

The PDRCRMC said it had opened a hotline for residents to report any issues or concerns.

Galvez said the agency was also working on a “long-term strategy” to prevent future disasters, with a focus on building resilient communities.

He said the PDRCRMC was working with local governments and international partners to improve disaster preparedness and response.
US jobs market performance lags as recessions fears rise

Fears of an imminent recession in the world’s largest economy – the United States, which reached a fever pitch over the summer, seemed to have quieted for now with consumers still spending and business investment holding firm. Last week, the US labor market continued to cool, but this was in contrast to an official factory gauge the day before that pointed to further deterioration.

Chi-Chao Chou, chair of ISM’s manufacturing business survey committee, “said the report is consistent with the focus on the ‘manufacturing business survey committee. The premise of CSE’s technology is complemented by the drawing up of an automatically-

In the US, the Institute for Supply Management said its overall for a third straight month.

Overall, finmark’s manufacturing purchasing managers’ index from the United States, Japan, South Korea and the United Kingdom, among others, showed the global uncertainty quelled by trade deals and Brzezink continued to keep faith in factory output.

“The global trade remains the most significant cross-industry issue,” said Timothy Flora, chair of ISM’s manufacturing business survey committee. The ongoing Brexit saga was again a factor in Britain, where a renewed rush to stockpile ahead of a potential UK departure deadline haunted businesses for British manufacturers, though not by enough to prevent a sixth month of contraction, said a Rabener’s dispatch. In China, meanwhile, a private sector report on Friday showed a surprising pick-up in China’s factory activity, but this was in contrast to official factory gauge the day before that pointed to further deterioration.

According to an August report, growth in the world’s biggest economy – the United States, which reached a fever pitch over the summer, seemed to have quieted for now with consumers still spending and business investment holding firm. Last week, the US labor market continued to cool, but this was in contrast to an official factory gauge the day before that pointed to further deterioration.

The broader wireless devices for construction workers and traffic analysis drones were among 15 cutting-edge projects highlighted by HBKU’s College of Science and Engineering (CSE). Qatar Computing Research Institute’s (QCRI) AI-based traffic prediction and remote healthcare platforms also attracted considerable interest. However, what it comes to developing smart cities, such technologies play a vital role in initiatives that support an enhanced investment and open access to telecommunication services.

HBKU’s ‘Integrated’ Smart Cities initiatives on display at Qitcom

Looking Ahead

For Mohamed Abdallah and his Nonsounde Labs are adamant their research can be applied to Qatar’s wider smart city aspirations. “Sharing energy could inspire a ‘sharing economy’ in which citizens share anything from automobiles to Wi-Fi access,” he said. “Sharing energy can – once again – be applied to understandably temporary Wi-Fi access. The transaction is based on a provider making their connection available when free of offices or on vacation. Doing so might enhance the volume of people employed to help estimate how much energy they might use over a period of time. The premise of CSE’s technology is complemented by the drawing up of an automatically-generated list of services, prices, location and contact details. Upon reaching this list, the user is able to select the most suitable provider, the sign-up process for the service is simple and immediately takes place. Moreover, the concept of CSE’s blockchain technology is the facilitation of points and stores relevant for each transaction. These processes are complemented by the downloading of a ‘smart contract’ application which partakes in several stages. At no stage will either party come to know the identity of each other or be aware of the other party’s identity. As such, this platform also provides with an automatically-synchronized database of the amount of energy purchased.

Beyond Blockchain

An extra layer of security for CSE’s blockchain-enabled list of energy providers, prices, location and contact details, which also ensures that deviation from this process

Dr Mohamed Abdallah
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“The global trade remains the most significant cross-industry issue,” said Timothy Flora, chair of ISM’s manufacturing business survey committee. The ongoing Brexit saga was again a factor in Britain, where a renewed rush to stockpile ahead of a potential UK departure deadline haunted businesses for British manufacturers, though not by enough to prevent a sixth month of contraction, said a Rabener’s dispatch. In China, meanwhile, a private sector report on Friday showed a surprising pick-up in China’s factory activity, but this was in contrast to official factory gauge the day before that pointed to further deterioration.

According to an August report, growth in the world’s biggest economy – the United States, which reached a fever pitch over the summer, seemed to have quieted for now with consumers still spending and business investment holding firm. Last week, the US labor market continued to cool, but this was in contrast to an official factory gauge the day before that pointed to further deterioration.

The broader wireless devices for construction workers and traffic analysis drones were among 15 cutting-edge projects highlighted by HBKU’s College of Science and Engineering (CSE). Qatar Computing Research Institute’s (QCRI) AI-based traffic prediction and remote healthcare platforms also attracted considerable interest. However, what it comes to developing smart cities, such technologies play a vital role in initiatives that support an enhanced investment and open access to telecommunication services.
revolutions for whom?

by kristen r. ghodsee and michaet a. drenovat

what brexit reveals about the eu

ince the brexit saga, the united kingdom’s parliament has committed an endless array of gaffes, personal blunders, and outright failures of communication. after three and a half years of negotiations, the eu membership referendum took place on june 23, 2016. the result was a majority for leave, with 52% of the vote in favor of remaining in the eu. the large majority for leave was driven by economic and political stress of the 2008 global financial crisis.

the brexit saga is a clear example of how the eu failed to communicate effectively with its citizens. the eu’s leaders failed to address the concerns of those who voted for leave, leading to a sense of disconnection from the eu. the eu’s failure to communicate effectively contributed to the success of the brexit campaign.

the brexit saga also highlights the need for the eu to improve its communication strategies. the eu needs to communicate more effectively with its citizens in order to address their concerns and build support for the eu. the eu needs to develop a more inclusive and participatory approach to decision-making, in order to build trust and support among its citizens.

the brexit saga also highlights the importance of eu membership for the uk. the uk’s membership in the eu provides it with important economic and political benefits. the uk is a net contributor to the eu budget, and receives more from the eu than it contributes. the uk also benefits from eu-induced investment and innovation.

the brexit saga is a wake-up call for the eu to improve its communication strategies and build support for its membership. the eu needs to develop a more inclusive and participatory approach to decision-making, in order to build trust and support among its citizens.
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UDC holds The Pearl-Qatar’s seabed cleanup campaign

Skyline Automotive and Hyundai N serve up a unique visitor experience at Superbike World Championship

Professional divers, volunteers, visitors and residents of The Pearl-Qatar joined the launch of The Pearl-Qatar Environment Awareness Day – Marine Seabed Cleaning Campaign.

The event, which coincided with World Cleanup Day, National Cleanup Day and World Water Monitoring Day, was launched by United Development Company (UDC) in collaboration with Qatar National Tourism Council, Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS), and other partners.

The event kicked off with the deployment of the marina seabed-cleaning boat and was followed by the launch of UDC’s community environment and recycling awareness initiatives.

Director General, UDC, Mr. Ali Al Kuwari said that this event is part of UDC’s multifaceted environmental and recycling strategy and environmental initiatives.

“Through these initiatives, UDC aims to promote eco-friendly practices to line up with UDC’s commitment to raising environmental awareness,” the company said in a statement.

This event is part of UDC’s multifaceted environmental and recycling strategy and environmental initiatives.

“The event not only enthrils audience at Katara, but also provides an opportunity to drive the Veloster Turbo, Hyundai’s latest sporty and dynamic coupe,” said Matthew Joseph, Director of Sales and Marketing.

Moreover, visitors get the chance to see the new Hyundai Palisade and the Vela in live-action, with many taking advantage of the opportunity to experience the 2019 Hyundai i30 Fastback N, the official safety car of WSBK 2019.

Some of the visitors with the Hyundai i30 Fastback N, the official safety car of WSBK 2019.